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Hetuck District Cub Scout Day Camp 2018	
	
Dear	Cub	Scout	Parent,	Den	Leader	and	Staff	Member:		

Welcome	to	the	Hetuck	District	Cub	Scout	Day	Camp.	As	Parents,	Leaders	and	Volunteers,	you	
are	a	very	integral	part	of	the	Cub	Scout	Day	Camp	Program.		Camp	is	being	held	at:		

North	Industry	Sportsmans	Club	

7825	Beth	Ave	

Navarre,	OH	44662	

June	11-15	from	8-4	

	

Our	Goals	for	Hetuck	District	Day	Camp	are:		

v To	ensure	our	campers	have	a	safe	and	fun	week!		
v To	promote	Scouting	and	the	use	of	the	Cub	Scout	Core	Values	in	all	of	our	

activities.		

v To	promote	a	theme	that	will	bind	our	program	together	and	enhance	the	
experience.		

v To	provide	challenging	activities	while	fostering	new	skills	and	completing	
requirements	towards	rank	advancement.		

v To	provide	a	safe,	educational	and	entertaining	camp	experience!		
		

Inside	you	will	find	an	outline	of	information	regarding	the	Hetuck	District	Cub	Scout	Day	Camp	
Program.		This	will	serve	as	an	introduction	to	those	new	to	the	Program,	a	refresher	to	those	
who	are	Day	Camp	veterans,	and,	will	help	you	understand	what	is	expected	of	your	role.		
		
We	would	like	extend	our	sincere	thanks	to	you	for	lending	your	time	to	help	this	Day	Camp	
Operation.	As	you	know,	this	is	an	all-Volunteer	Program	and	we	feel	confident	that	you	will	
enjoy	your	time	with	us.		
		
Yours	in	Scouting,			
		
Heather	McGuyrt:	Day	Camp	Director		Phone:	330-243-0063		Email:	jhmcguyrt@hotmail.com								
Deanna	Hoffer:	Day	Camp	Program	Director		Phone:330-844-6969		Email:	dhoffer@gmail.com	
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SECTION I	

planning and arrival 
	

	
	Preparing	for	Camp:		

v All	Walkers	and	staff	must	attend	an	informational	meeting	at	Camp	either	on	Monday	
May	21	7:00	at	Buckeye	Council	or	Saturday	June	9	10:00	at	NISC	Club	House.			

v This	Walker	meeting	is	open	to	anyone.		All	parents	that	would	like	to	attend	this	
meeting	to	get	more	information	are	welcome	to	attend.		Parents	will	receive	all	the	
information	needed	to	have	a	successful	Day	Camp	experience.	

v Turn	in	Medical	Forms.	All	Medical	Forms	must	be	dated	within	the	past	12	months.	All	
attendees	must	have	a	Medical	Form	(Part	A,	B	&	C).	 	

v Turn	in	copies	of	BSA	certifications	

Gear	For	Camp:		
v Hat	(Recommended)		
v Rain	gear	(weather	permitting)		
v Wear	tennis	shoes	or	boots…NO	Sandals,	flip	flops,	Crocs…etc		
v Bag	to	carry	everything		
v Sunglasses	(optional)		
v Fishing	Pole	
v Refillable	water	bottle	(Coolers	of	water	will	be	provided	to	refill	bottles)		

v Lunch-	You	need	to	provide	lunch	each	day	for	your	child.		We	do	not	provide	food	or	
coolers	to	keep	their	lunch	cold	in.	

	

Arrival:		
If	staying	all	day	then	you	will	need	to	BACK	your	vehicle	into	the	designated	parking	area.		
Adults	must	walk	their	Cub	Scouts	to	their	designated	check	in	area	(this	area	will	be	clearly	
marked).		Parents	are	to	sign	their	Cub	Scouts	in	each	day	with	the	“Lead	Walker”	before	
leaving.	If	you	would	like	your	Cub	Scout	to	have	on	sunscreen	or	bug	spray,	please	make	sure	
you	apply	this	before	checking	in	your	Cub	Scout.		
	
Departure:	
All	adults	are	to	sign	their	Cub	Scout	out	with	the	“Lead	Walker”	after	the	announcement	and	
closing	ceremony	has	been	completed.	
First	Day	of	Camp:		
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Upon	arrival	make	sure	your	Cub	Scout	is	signed	in	with	the	“Lead	Walker”.	Please	plan	on	
staying	until	you	have	signed	in	your	Cub	Scout	and	identified	which	Den	your	Cub	Scout	will	be	
with	for	the	week.	

Early	Departure/Late	Arrivals:		

Cub	Scouts	MUST	be	signed	in	or	signed	out	with	the	Camp	Director	at	the	Admin.	Building.	

Last	Day	of	Camp:	

The	last	day	of	Camp	will	be	a	fun	day.		Parents	and	families	are	welcome	to	join	their	Cub	
Scout	at	lunch	from	11:30-12:30	and	then	stay	and	enjoy	our	campfire	and	Tomahawk	
ceremonies.		Lunch	is	not	provided.		You	will	need	bring	your	own	lunch.			

Camp	Visitors:		

ALL	Camp	Visitors	MUST	sign	in	with	the	Camp	Director	at	Admin	Station	and	receive	a	colored	
wrist	band.		

Staff	Responsibilities	

Camp	arrival	½	hour	before	camp	

v Monday	at	6:45	
v Tuesday	–	Friday	at	7:00	

Exit	Meeting	at	4:30	each	day	

v Review	questions/concerns	of	the	day	

Assist	and	help	each	other	with	set	up	and	tear	down		

Documents	needed	before	camp	starts	

v Youth	Protection	Certification	
v Harassment	Certification	
v Range	Training	Certificate	
v CPR	Card	
v Adult	Application	
v Staff	Agreement	
v Medical	forms	A,	B,	&	C	
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SECTION IV	

policies 

 	
Walker	Responsibilities:		

1. To	escort	your	group	from	station	to	station	in	an	orderly	fashion	–	keep	the	Cubs	
together	at	all	times		

2. To	serve	as	an	assistant	at	each	station.	Please	do	not	wait	to	be	asked	to	help		

3. The	“Lead	Walker”	will	be	responsible	for	daily	attendance.	Campers	must	be	signed	out	
upon	pick	up.	The	“Lead	Walker”	must	stay	with	the	entire	group	until	all	Cubs	have	
been	signed	out.	All	Cubs	are	to	be	picked	up	at	their	assigned	Den	Station.	If	a	Cub	
Scout	is	to	be	picked	up	early	by	someone	other	than	his	parent/guardian/approved	
adult	he	must	have	a	parent	issued	note.		If	a	note	is	not	provided	then	it	is	at	the	
discretion	of	the	Camp	Director	whether	the	Cub	Scout	is	permitted	to	leave.		No	Cub	
Scout	may	be	dismissed	without	a	note,	parent	present	or	express	permission	from	the	
Camp	Director.	Early	dismissals	must	check	out	with	the	Camp	Director.		

4. To	be	in	camp	uniform	or	to	have	the	“Walker”	colored	wrist	band.		The	camp	uniform	
consists	of	a	camp	t-shirt,	jeans/appropriate	shorts,	tennis	shoes	or	walking	shoes	may	
be	worn	–	No	Sandals,	flip	flops,	Crocs….etc		

5. To	maintain	control	of	their	group	at	all	times.		If	you	cannot	keep	a	Cub	Scout	from	
misbehaving	and	disrupting	the	group	he	is	to	be	brought	to	the	Camp	Director.		

6. To	be	a	good	Scout	and	encourage	the	Cub	Scouts	to	do	the	same.		This	includes	but	is	
not	limited	to	good	sportsmanship,	responsibility,	respect	and	upholding	the	rest	of	the	
Cub	Scout	Core	Values.		

7. To	help	build	group	spirit	by	teaching	the	Cub	Scouts	a	group	cheer,	yell	or	song.	Have	
them	sing	it	while	marching	between	stations	(remember	we	want	to	hear	you).		

8. To	ensure	the	use	of	the	buddy	system	at	ALL	TIMES.		A	Cub	Scout	is	never	to	be	alone.		
If	you	see	a	lone	Cub	Scout,	find	out	the	location	of	his	buddy	and	return	him	to	his	
group.		Boy	Scouts	must	also	use	the	buddy	system.			

9. First	aid	–	(See	Section	VI	Emergency	Procedures)		
10. Code	of	Conduct	3-C’s	(CAUTIOUS:	Use	the	Buddy	System	COURTEOUS:	Be	respectful			

CLEAN:	Leave	No	Trace)			
a. Remind	the	Cub	Scouts	each	day	about	the	3-C’s				
b. Give	a	verbal	reminder	to	any	Cub	Scout	not	following	the	3-C’s		
c. If	the	reminder	doesn’t	result	in	better	behavior,	have	the	Cub	Scout	sit	to	the	

side,	removing	him	from	the	station	activity	for	10	minutes		
d. If	the	Cub	Scout	violates	the	3-C’s	again,	please	contact	the	Camp	Director		
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11. A	camp	song	list	is	attached	to	this	Leader’s	Guide.	If	you	finish	a	station	early	use	this	
time	to	practice	songs.		

12. Fill	out	the	evaluation	form	at	the	end	of	the	week			

13. Drink	LOTS	of	Water	and	HAVE	FUN!!!!!!		

		

CHECK	IN/	CHECK	OUT		

1. Check	in	will	be	done	at	the	Dens	designated	check	in	area	no	later	than	8:50	am.		
2. Attendance	needs	to	be	completed	prior	to	the	opening.	Please	turn	one	copy	of	the	

attendance	form	in	to	the	Camp	Director.		
3. A	head	count	needs	to	be	performed	at	every	station	throughout	the	day.		

4. Check	out	will	be	done	at	the	Packs	designated	check	out	area.	The	Cub	Scouts	need	to	
be	checked	out	by	their	parent/guardian/approved	adult.		

Miscellaneous	Policies:		

1. Tobacco	products	cannot	be	used	in	front	of	any	Scouts.	If	you	are	a	smoker	and	the	
need	arises,	please	do	so	at	your	vehicle.			

2. Pick	up	trash	as	needed.	Remember	we	are	teaching	our	Cub	Scouts	an	awareness	and	
an	attitude	towards	Leaving	No	Trace!!		
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SECTION III 

                              Activities Summary 	

 	
Archery:		

Attendees:	ALL	Cub	Scouts		

Only	a	Certified	Range	Officer	is	permitted	to	run	this	station.	The	range	officer	has	total	and	
complete	authority	over	the	range	while	in	use.		NO	EXCEPTIONS!		

Range	Operation	Rules:		

1. Never	operate	a	range	without	a	range	officer’s	supervision.	LISTEN	to	your	range	officer	
at	ALL	times		

2. Be	sure	that	all	SAFETY	RULES	are	UNDERSTOOD	and	FOLLOWED		
3. Range	Flags	must	be	flown	while	the	range	is	in	use	
4. Arrows	MUST	BE	POINTED	DOWN	RANGE	AT	ALL	TIMES		
5. Arrows	must	be	kept	Body	Side	
6. Never	cross	firing	line	until	told	to	do	so	by	Range	Staff		
7. After	retrieving	arrows,	WALK	back	to	the	shooting	line	with	both	hands	on	the	arrows		
8. Follow	all	range	commands		

9. NO	RUNNING	is	allowed	on	the	range	AT	ANY	TIME		

**WARNING:	Failure	to	adhere	to	the	above	will	result	an	immediate	dismissal	from	the	
Archery	Range.	This	includes	adults	and	Boy	Scout	Volunteers	too**		

		

Core	Value:	Courage,	honesty,	perseverance,	responsibility	and	respect		
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BB	Gun	Shooting:		

Attendees:	All	Cub	Scouts		

Only	a	Certified	Range	Master	is	permitted	to	run	this	station.	The	range	officer	has	total	and	
complete	authority	over	the	range	while	in	use.		NO	EXCEPTIONS!		

	

Range	Operation	Rules:		

1. Never	operate	a	range	without	range	master	supervision.		LISTEN	to	your	Range	Master	
at	ALL	times		

2. Be	sure	that	the	SAFTEY	RULES	are	UNDERSTOOD	and	FOLLOWED		
3. KEEP	YOUR	FINGER	OFF	THE	TRIGGER	until	the	range	officer	gives	the	command	to	fire		
4. Always	keep	the	gun	unloaded	until	ready	to	use		

5. Treat	every	gun	as	if	it	is	loaded.	At	the	Range	Masters	direction	engage	safety	and	open	
action	to	endure	the	camber	is	empty		

6. ALWAYS	WAR	EYE	PROTECTION.	Remember	BB’s	may	ricochet		
7. Use	the	safety,	but	this	is	no	substitute	to	Rule	#4	&	#5		
8. Know	your	target	and	what	is	behind	the	target.	Think	First;	shoot	second		
9. No	loud	talking	yelling	or	HORSEPLAY.	The	shooters	on	the	line	need	to	hear	the	range	

officer,	and	the	officer	needs	to	hear	the	shooters		

**WARNING:	Failure	to	adhere	to	the	above	will	result	an	immediate	dismissal	from	the	
Archery	Range.	This	includes	adults	and	Boy	Scout	Volunteers	too**		

Core	Value:		

Courage,	honesty,	perseverance,	responsibility	and	respect			

	

Other	Activities:	

v Fishing	
v Crafts	
v Sling	Shots	
v Nature	
v Sports	
v Guests	
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SECTION V	

EMERGENCY PROCEDURES 
 
 	

First	Aid:		

ALL	FIRST	AID	MUST	BE	ADMINISTERED	BY	THE	MEDICAL	STAFF	AT	THE	FIRST	AID	STATION		

1. Medical	treatment	must	me	given	no	matter	how	slight	the	injury	or	illness		
2. Always	use	the	Buddy	System	and/or	2	deep	leadership			

3. Have	ALL	participants,	Cub	Scouts	&	Volunteers	drink	plenty	of	water	throughout	the	
day		

4. Always	be	aware	of	exhaustion,	fatigue	and	stress	levels	of	your	Cub	Scouts,	other	
volunteers	and	yourself!		

5. Any	special	medications	should	be	delivered	to	the	medical	staff	upon	arrival	each	
morning	in	a	Ziploc	bag	with	the	Cub	Scouts	name	clearly	written	on	it	and	a	
prescription	provided	and	then	picked	up	each	afternoon.	All	medications	will	be	
distributed	at	the	medical	area		

		

Lost	Person:		

Whenever	a	Cub	Scout	is	missing,	the	following	procedures	must	be	followed:		

REMAIN	CALM	AND	EVALUATE	THE	SITUATION.		

1. Immediately	notify	the	Day	Camp	Director.	Please	use	the	closest	staff	cell	phone	to	
relay	this	information.	Relay	the	following	information	to	the	Camp	Director:		

a. Name	of	Missing	Cub	Scout		
b. Their	age/rank/Day	Camp	Pack#		
c. Where	the	missing	Cub	Scout	was	last	seen	and	by	whom		
d. What	color	shorts	the	missing	Cub	Scout	was	wearing		

2. The	Camp	Director	will	check	to	see	if	a	medical	condition	may	be	responsible	for	the	
missing	Cub	Scout	and	notify	“finders”	as	appropriate.		

3. Using	your	Pack	Roster,	account	for	all	other	children	under	your	supervision.	Make	sure	
two	buddies	didn’t	leave	the	bathroom	without	telling	a	responsible	adult.		

4. Remain	where	you	are	(station,	den	site…etc.)	as	this	is	where	a	wandering	Cub	Scout	is	
apt	to	return.		

5. Maintain	control	of	the	remaining	children.		Have	them	sit	where	they	are	and	give	
them	a	job	to	do.		
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IF	THE	PERSON	IS	STILL	MISSING:		

1. The	Day	Camp	Director	will	issue	a	camp	wide	alarm	(3	horn	blasts).		
2. When	a	Camp	wide	alarm	is	heard,	all	Dens	and	Staff	should	stay	where	they	are.		

3. All	Den	Leaders	need	to	count	heads	to	ensure	that	all	Cub	Scouts	are	present	and	
accounted	for.	Further	instructions	will	be	given	at	that	time.	Everyone	should	remain	
QUIET	and	CALM.		It	is	very	important	that	everyone	be	able	to	hear	instructions	as	they	
are	given.		

	

Stranger	on	Site:		

All	participants	at	Day	Camp	MUST	BE	IDENTIFIABLE.	The	Day	Camp	Staff	cannot	be	everywhere	
on	site	at	one	time	so	we	need	every	leader	volunteer	to	be	our	“eyes	and	ears.”	Participants	at	
Day	Camp	can	be	identified	as	follows:		
		 Cub	Scouts		 		 		 Day	Camp	T-Shirts	and	Name	Tag	Totem		

		 Camp	Staff		 		 		 Staff	T-Shirts		

		 Walkers		 		 		 Day	Camp	T-Shirts	and/or	Colored	Wristbands		

		 Visitors		 		 		 Colored	Wristbands		
*ALL	VISITORS	MUST	SIGN	IN	WITH	ADMIN.		

*If	you	suspect	there	is	a	stranger	on	site,	immediately	contact	the	Day	Camp	Director.		

		

Inclement	Weather:		

If	it	begins	to	rain	heavily	or	if	lightning	is	close	by,	direct	your	Pack	into	the	covered	designated	
area	and	await	further	instructions.	Encourage	the	Cub	scouts	to	stay	with	their	buddy	and	
make	sure	each	scout	is	accounted	for.		The	Camp	Director	and	Program	Director	will	decide	
when	to	resume	normal	activities.		(2	horn	blasts)	

		

Fire	Plan:		

If	a	fire	has	been	spotted	the	Day	Camp	Director	should	be	notified	immediately.		Staff	and	
Walkers	are	to	gather	the	Pack	at	their	station	together	quickly	and	head	to	the	designated	
area.		If	the	fire	is	in	the	designated	area,	lead	the	Pack	you	are	responsible	for	away	from	the	
area	as	directed	by	staff.		Cub	Scouts	should	be	lined	up	in	the	buddy	system	so	that	all	can	be	
account	for.		Should	fire	trucks	come,	continue	to	keep	the	Cub	Scouts	together	in	this	
designated	area.	The	Day	Camp	Director	and	Program	Director	will	let	everyone	know	when	the	
programs	can	be	resumed.		
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SECTION VI 

Bring a Friend to Camp 
On Tuesday all Cub Scouts will be given a flyer to encourage them to bring a friend that is not 
already in Cub Scouts to Day Camp on Wednesday for FREE.  Friends will be able to 
participate in everything Day Camp has to offer on Wednesday at no cost.  If they enjoyed their 
time at camp on Wednesday, they can come back the rest of the week (Thursday and Friday) for 
a discounted price (price TBD) that includes the remainder of the camo and their Cub Scout 
registration.  This is a great way to encourage new friends and family to be a part of Cub Scouts 
by letting Day Camp be their first adventure in Scouting! 

 

SECTION VII  

Trading Post 
The	trading	post	will	be	open	throughout	the	week	of	Camp.		It	will	open	on	Monday	at	lunch	
and	will	close	after	the	Tomahawk	ceremony	on	Friday.		Cub	Scouts	will	have	the	opportunity	to	
purchase	items	from	the	trading	post	in	the	morning	before	check-in,	during	lunch,	and	after	
they	are	checked	out	each	day.		Please	plan	accordingly	as	you	send	money	with	your	Cub	
Scouts	for	the	trading	post.		Your	Cub	Scout	will	be	sent	home	a	Trading	Post	Price	Sheet	on	the	
Monday	of	Camp.	

 

SECTION VIII 

Conclusion 

 	
Thank	You!!!!!!		

Without	Adult	Leadership,	there	would	be	no	Cub	Scout	Day	Camp.		We	need	your	help	to	
ensure	a	safe	and	fun	program	that	will	benefit	the	Cub	Scouts	attending	our	Camp.		Thank	you	
for	your	dedication,	time	and	energy!!!!	We	hope	you	enjoy	this	week	as	much	as	our	Cub	
Scouts!!!	Please	keep	in	mind	that	anyone	wanting	to	volunteer	their	time	and	talents	are	
encouraged	to	do	so	by	contacting	the	Camp	Director	listed	in	the	Day	Camp	Leaders	Guide.		
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Cheers, Jokes and Run-ons  

 
WORLD BROTHERHOOD CHEER: Divide the room in half. One side will shouts “World” and 
the other shouts “Brotherhood.” All together “That’s Scouting!”  

LEANING TOWER OF PISA CHEER: Have the group stand and on the count of three, lean to 
the left.  

OFFICIAL APPLAUSE AND CHEER: Left hand raised, group claps. Right hand raised, group 
cheers. Raise both hand, they do both  

BSA: Divide group into three sections, giving each a letter to yell. Point to each and have them 
call out their letter. After going through a few times, hold arms open and have all say “BSA!”  

DAY CAMP CHEER: Divide the group in half. One side will yell “Day” and the other will yell 
“Camp.” All together “Day Camp!”  

ITALIAN APPLAUSE/CHEER: Bravo! Bravo! ----------------------  

Gravity Check - The scout runs in from the side of the stage and yells, “Gravity Check!” as he 
jumps as high as he can. When he lands, he says, “CHECK” and runs off the stage. I didn’t 
actually practice before flying a plane for the first time. Thought I’d just wing it.  

The son only took one hat and a t-shirt on his holiday. He was traveling light. My cousin didn’t 
expect to like Cuba. Turns out she’s Havana great time. My little brother had to stay with our 
parents when we went to Italy. I was free to Rome. Why couldn’t the librarian get a plane 
ticket? Because it was overbooked. I applied for a job today and they ask for three references. I 
wrote, "a dictionary, a Thesaurus, and a map." Why is Peter Pan always flying? He 
Neverlands. What travels around the world but stays in one corner? A stamp. Did you hear 
about the pilot who always had work? He was great at landing a job. During his air test a young 
pilot flew through a rainbow. He passed with flying colors.  

 
 

Knock, knock! Who's there? Iran. Iran who? Iran over here to tell you this!  

Knock, knock! Who's there? Israel. Israel who? Israel nice to meet you!  

Knock, knock! Who's there? Italy. Italy who? Italy be a big job!  

Knock, knock! Who's there? Jamaica. Jamaica who? Jamaica the shirt you're wearing?  
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Knock, knock! Who's there? Kenya! Kenya who? Kenya guess who is it?  

Knock, knock! Who’s there? Kenya! Kenya who? Kenya open the door?  

Knock, knock! Who's there? Uruguay. Uruguay who? You go Uruguay and I'll go mine!  

  
Knock, knock, who's there? Yukon Yukon who? Yukon never get bored of traveling.  

Q: What's big, white, furry and always points North? A: A Polar Bearing.  

Q: What do travelers grow in their gardens? A: Compass roses.  

Q: Where do all the pencils come from? A: Pennsylvania.  

Q: Why does the Superman know all the map symbols? A: Because he's a legend.  

Q: Why is it easy to get into Florida? A: Because there are so many keys.  

Q: Why can fish measure distances so well? A: Because they have their own scales.  

Q: Which has the higher IQ, latitude or longitude? A: Longitude; its got 360 degrees!  

Q: What do penguins wear on their heads? A: Ice caps.  

Q: Where is it always 90 degrees, but never hot? A: The North and South Poles.  

Q: What did the sea say to the shore? A: Nothing, it just waved!  

Q: What do fish and maps have in common? A: They both have scales!  

Q: Why was longitude boiling mad? A: Because it was 360 degrees.  

 
  Where do you find an ocean without water? On a map!  
 
What is the tallest building in the world?... The library of course, it has the most stories! What 
map element plays in the band?... The symbols (cymbals). What is a penguin’s favorite aunt?... 
Aunt Arctica! What kind of maps do spiders make?... Web-based maps.  

What’s in the middle of the ocean?... Letter E! What’s in the middle of Paris?... The letter R! 
What letter is a beverage? T What letter is a bird? J  

What letter is a vegetable? P What letter is a body of water? C What letter is an insect?” B What 
letter is a question? Y  
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 Songs 

  

 
Cub Passport to Adventure  

(Tune: Deep in the Heart of Texas)  

Let’s take a trip, Across the sea! Clap, clap, clap, clap Cub Passport to Adventure  

By plane or ship, Which will it be? Clap, clap, clap, clap Cub Passport to Adventure  

New friends we’ll meet, Great things to see. Clap, clap, clap, clap Cub Passport to Adventure  

Can’t wait to go, World Travelers we’ll be. Clap, clap, clap, clap Cub Passport to Adventure  

Let’s Take a Trip  

(Tune: Row, Row, Row Your Boat)  

Let’s all take a trip, Venture far away. How many scouts will we meet, On our trip today?  

Paris, Rome and Italy, Stops along our way. Let’s get started, Pack our bags.  

We can leave today!  

 
Scouting Around the World  

(Tune: Battle Hymn of the Republic)  

Around the world as far away as England or Peru, Where ever there are boys who like to play a 
game or two. You’ll find some boys who do their best, in everything they do, The best in al the 
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world!  

CHORUS Scouts are having fun all over! Scouts are having fun all over! Scouts are having fun 
all over, The best in all the world!  

Boys all hike and fish and camp, wherever they may be. They ride their bikes and sing fun 
songs, the same as you and me. We’re each a tiny parcel of the scouting family. The best in all 
the world.  

CHORUS  
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Games and Activities  

We have included many games from across the world. While deciding which ones will work at 
your camp, think about how they can be modified for the different levels of scouting. Sometimes 
changing the size of the ball or rolling instead of throwing, will allow the game to be played by 
all!  

Traveling the Country The leader tells the Cub Scouts they are each going on an imaginary trip 
somewhere in the country. The leader starts by asking each player where he is going. Each player 
can choose to go anywhere in the country he wishes, but must answer all subsequent questions 
with words that begin with the first letter of the place he is going. For example, if a boy is going 
to Spain and the leader asks, “What are you going to do there?” appropriate replies might be 
“Slurp sundaes” or “Sing silly songs.” A player going to China might say “Chase crazy cats.” 
Answers should be limited to two or three words and players should be given a reasonable time 
to think of them.  

Grand Central Station Line up chairs facing each other. Have boys seated facing each other, and 
tell them they are now in a subway. Add 4 or 5 standees to the car and they are ready for the ride. 
The “conductor” will call out one of the following two options.  

• Grand Central Station, All Change  

• South Ferry, Everybody Transfers When Grand Central Station is called, everyone rushes out 
of one end of the subway “car” and back on at the other end, trying to get a seat. When 
South Ferry is called, everyone, including those standing, need to switch to the other side 
of the subway “car”. In each case those standing are trying to get a seat. �Lost In The 
Fog Equipment: Two blindfolds for each team; items to build an obstacle course (cones, 
chairs, boxes, rope, books, etc.) Divide boys into equal teams. Blindfold one boy; 
another team member is his guide. The guide helps the blindfolded player through the 
obstacle course to the finish line, instructing him on how to get there. The guide can say 
“go to the right,” “go to the left,” “step over,” etc. When the two reach the finish line, the 
boy who was blindfolded returns to guide the next member of his team, who should be 
blindfolded and ready to go. The first team with all members successfully negotiating the 
course is the winner.  

     
 
Crossing the Rice (China) Players line up in teams of two, forming two or more columns as in 
relay formation. On the word “rice”, the first team in each column forms a wheelbarrow and 
races across the rice fields to the river (two parallel ropes stretched out on the floor). At the edge 
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of the river, player A climbs on players B’s back and is carried piggy-back across the river. On 
the other bank, they change places for the return journey across the water and then wheelbarrow 
home again.  

Chinese Puzzle Players form a circle holding hands. They then twist, turn and cross over and 
under while still holding hands. “IT” tries to unscramble them.  

  

  
I Pack My Trunk for Holland The first player starts by saying, “I pack my trunk for Holland and 
in it I put apricots”. The second player says “I pack my trunk for Holland and in it I put apricots 
and books”. The third player has apricots, books and coats or some other article that follows in 
alphabetical order. Each player must repeat all the preceding articles in proper sequence and add 
another beginning with the next letter. The one who leaves out an item in the original sequence 
drops out. The one who holds out longest wins.  

Australia: What’s the time Mr. Wolf? Number of Players: 3 or more players How to 
Play: Choose someone to be a “wolf.” The “wolf” turns its back to the other players who should 
stand about 16 feet away. The other players say: “what’s the time Mr. Wolf?’ The wolf makes up 
a time and says it. If the wolf says for example, 5:00, the other players take 5 steps toward the 
wolf. When the other players are close enough to catch, the wolf says ‘dinnertime’ and chases 
the other players.  

The player who is the “wolf” catches another player who will be the next “wolf.”  

Kenya Kenya is known for large amounts of wild animals living there. This game is based on 
the animal relay. Split the cubs into teams. They will have to move up and down the room 
(outside area), pretending to be the animals called out.  

   
Antelopes Baboons Elephant Flamingo Giraffe Rhino Snake Vulture  

Jump across the room gracefully. Let arms hang loose, and move like a monkey. Run up and 
down, hold arm like a trunk. Move across the room on one leg; hopping. Hold one arm up as 
high as possible and move on tip toes. Hold hand on the end of head, and slightly tilt head down. 
Slither across the floor. Glide across the room, and swoop up and down.  

India Play traffic lights in Hindi. The colors are Hara (green), Narangi (Orange) and Lal (Red). 
Play the game like you play Red Light, Green Light.  
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Stories and Audience Participation  

 
Rhythmic Exercise  

Everyone stand. Now, hands on your hips, hands on your knees, Put them behind you, if you 
please. Touch your shoulders, touch your nose, Touch your ears, touch your toes.  

Raise your hands high in the air, At your sides, on your hair, Above your head as before While 
you clap, one-two, three-four.  

Now hands upon your head again, On your shoulders, around you spin. Then you raise them up 
so high. And make your fingers quickly fly.  

Then you stretch them out toward me, And briskly clap them one, two, three.  

Left/Right Stories  

Have the group either stand or sit down. Hand out something to each scout that they will pass 
around during the story and take home when the story is over. It can be a patch, a coin from a 
different country/countries or some kind of trinket that relates to the theme.  

Parade Time!  

In the community where Kevin’s pack was the located, the community was getting ready to 
celebrate Founder’s Day and planning their annual Founder’s Day parade. The local Cub Scout 
Pack was asked to participate in the parade. They knew that they could walk, but they wanted to 
step it up and decided that marching would be the way to go. But how could they make that 
happen?  

At the next pack meeting the Cubmaster talked about the parade and their wanting to march. He 
explained that when they march, they should all be marching on the same feet. Right, left, right, 
left, etc. He told they that it would take some practice, but they could learn the same way that the 
solders learn to march. They learned by using a cadence, or rhythm and a chant helping them to 
keep in rhythm and marching on the same foot. For example, as the caller says left in the chant, 
they should all be stepping on their left foot, when the caller says right, they should all be 
stepping on their right foot. “Any questions,” he asked the group? “Here is a sample chant that I 
found that will help you see what I am talking about. First of all, which foot is your left? Which 
is your right? Your right? Your left? Left, right?” And the Cubmaster and a few of the Den 
Leaders demonstrated for the Cub Scouts.  
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Brother was Home Cadence Your brother was home when you left You’re right Your sister 
was home when you left You’re right Your father was home when you left You’re right Your 
mother your father, your sister, your brother They all were home when you left, You’re right  
Let’s all try it. So the scouts stood up and they all gave it a try. The Cubmaster recited the 
cadence once more.  

Brother was Home Cadence Your brother was home when you left You’re right Your sister 
was home when you left You’re right Your father was home when you left You’re right Your 
mother your father, your sister, your brother They all were home when you left, You’re right  

They did really well and were excited about the parade. The Cubmaster then said “We will need 
to have a chant of our own that we can recite during the parade. Let’s see if this will work.”  

We are Proud Scouts Cadence We are proud scouts, on your left, You’re right, A smile we 
wear, on your left, You’re right, Doing Good Turns, on your left You’re right, Living the Oath 
and the Law, That’s right!  

The cub scouts couldn’t wait to practice and march in the parade. The last thing the Cubmaster 
said to the scouts was “Marching in the parade is something fun that we will be able to do. Don’t 
worry if you get messed up and march on your right foot when you should be on your left. The 
most important thing you can do is to Do your best!”  
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2018 CUB SCOUT HETUCK DAY CAMP EVALUATION	

 

• In	an	effort	to	continue	to	make	improvements	to	our	Hetuck	District	Day	Camp	your	
input	is	of	utmost	importance.	Please	take	a	minute	to	fill	out	this	Evaluation	sheet	
and	return	it	to	your	“Lead	Walker”.		

Registration/check	in	process:	

____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Activity	Stations:	

______________________________________________________________________________	

	

Facility	and	Day	Camp	Staff:	

______________________________________________________________________________	

	

On	a	scale	of	1	to	10	how	would	you	rate	your	Day	Camp	experience?	(1	being	the	lowest,	10	
being	the	highest)____________	

	

Area’s	that	you	would	like	to	see	improved:	

______________________________________________________________________________	

	

Other	Comments:	

______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________	

	

		


